Despite
the fear of an
outbreak of cholera in
the area the Kewtown
drains are still in a sorry
state.
Two years ago there
was a public outcry in
Kewtown against the
state of the drains outside the flats.
According to one
doctor's report
the
dirty, stagnant water
could lead to an out- member.
rusted baths are allI
break of cholera.
• The dirty stagnant problems with which
The
Council
re- water has an unhealthy the people arc faced.
sponded by sending smell.
Many house meetworkers to clear the • Many children play ings have been conducdrains. The water was in or near the water - ted since the survey
pumped out and swept this causes sores and was done and the
away*
various skin problems following points were
raised.
However.
nothing and other illnesses.
was done about the • The council sweeps • It is the Council's
state of the drains.
the water away but responsibility to fix the
It is obvious that does nothing about fix- drains.
these drains are old and ing the broken drains. • A delegation would
neglected and in a sad
The blocked drains be elected to see the
state of disrepair.
and filthy water that chief medical health
Through a survey goes with it is but one officer of the Council.
conducted by the Kew- of the problems that • An education protown Residents Asso- contribute to the un- gramme
on
health
ciation recently the healthy
conditions should be launched in
following facts have under which people thtf area.
been brought to tight have to live in Kew- • Ever
since
the
by the residents who town.
houses have been butlt,
say:
Among other things some forty years ago
a Many drains have the
rusted
window the rent has included a
been blocked for as frames, poor lighting on fee for maintenance.
long as they can re* the stairs, the old and
It is common know-

ledge that very little
maintenance
repairs
have been done, that
the drains, electricity
and the baths are in
a bad state of disrepair.
• For many tenants in
Kewtown the average
income is R2S0 a
month. Many are either
pensioners or widows
who receive grants.
Tenants
therefore
cannot keep pace with
the staggering rise in
the cost of living let
alone burden themselves
with added expenses.
The KRA maintains
that this programme
can only bear fruit with
the full participation of
all the residents concerned and the assistance of other progressive organisations.

